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Venturing Forth   Page 2   Comprehension Questions 

1. What caused the Vikings’ reputation for ferocity?  
2. What two things made the Viking ships so suitable for warfare?   

3. What inaccurate image of Vikings has been revised today?  
4. Where did Vikings establish trade relations?   

5. Why did some Viking colonies fail and others thrive?   
 

The Mystery of the Sunstone  Page 6   Fill in the Blanks 

1. To find their way, Viking seafarers used __________________, __________________________, 

and paths of the ___________________, _________________________, and ______________. 

2. When sunlight passes through a sunstone, a ______________________ ____________________ 

is created. 

3. We know that Norsemen may have known of the sunstone’s properties because 

_____________________________________________________ was found near a 16th century 

shipwreck. 

 

Heading West    Page 9   Opinion 

Which of the three causes of Viking expansion into Norway, Denmark, and Sweden do you think is most 

probable?  Use information in this article to support your reasoning.   
 

Heading East    Page 12  Descriptive writing 

You are a Viking traveling from Norway to _________________________ (fill in your destination.)  Use 
all five senses to describe what you find, problems you might encounter, where you will stay, etc.   

 

Meet the Seafarers   Page 15  Art 

Draw a diagram or create a diorama of a Viking village.  Then write a description of what is going on in 

your scene. 

 

Onboard, Even in Death  Page 18  Interpretation 

How does the saying, The Captain goes down with his ship, apply to Viking traditions and beliefs about 
death? 

 



Quite a Family   Page 24  Matching 

Match the Viking person with his or her description. 

1. ______ Andvari    A. God, friend of Aegir  

2. ______ Loki    B. Aegir and Ran’s daughter – the pitching one  

3. ______ Hronn    C. Aegir and Ran’s daughter – a welling wave 

4. ______ Aegir    D. Poet god  

5. ______ Bragi    E. Fish-shaped dwarf hiding in a waterfall 

6. ______ Odin    F. Aegir’s wife and ruler of storms 

7. ______ Dufa    G. Sea giant, god of the ocean  

8. ______ Ran    H. God of mischief  

 
 

Is it an Edda or a Saga  Page 28  Journal 

In your journal, write your own edda or saga about an interesting event in your life. 
 

 
The Viking Legacy   Page 32  Research 

Research other words that have Viking origins.  Make a cooperative “Word Wall” in your classroom.  Then 

create a sentence using only Viking words. 
 

 

The Raven    Page 36  Compare and Contrast 

Find a folktale that features a raven.  In what country or culture did the folktale originate?  Explain to 

your class how the folktale you found compares with the Viking raven stories. 

 
 

The Story of Roskilde 6  Page 43  Cause and Effect 

Complete the cause or effect in the chart below. 

CAUSE EFFECT 

The Roskilde 6 became covered in sand and silt  

 Some ship parts rotted and disappeared 

Recovered wood parts of the ship are left to dry 
without conservation 

 

Waterlogged wood becomes fragile  

 Freeze-dry the timbers 

Determine the position of the oar holes  

Ship needed to be transported for exhibition  

    

 

 



 

Let’s Take a Look   Page 52  True or False? 

Label these statements about the ancient Vikings as either TRUE or FALSE. 

1. ______ All Vikings wore helmets with horns. 

2. ______ On average, most ancient Vikings were three or four inches taller than they are today. 

3. ______ Female Vikings had beautiful hairstyles and long dresses. 

4. ______ Viking garments were made of cotton and polyester. 

5. ______ Gold and silver threads decorated the garments. 

6. ______ Viking men wore belts to hold their knife or a leather pouch. 

7. ______ Neither Viking men nor Viking women were interested in jewelry. 

 

Whalebone Plaque   Page 57  Group discussion 

The article suggests several possible ways that the Vikings used the whalebone plaque.  In your group, 

discuss other purposes for this artifact. When you brainstorm, consider its measurements. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



ANSWER KEY 

 

Venturing Forth   Page 2   Comprehension Questions 

 
1. A 793 AM raid on Lindesfarn monastery 

2.  (A) Expert sailors, (B) Longships that could be sailed or rowed 
3. Horned war helmets and blood-thirsty raiders 

4. Iceland, Greenland,  Newfoundland, Canada, Norway, and Russia 
5. Some colonies had better living conditions and weather 

 

The Mystery of the Sunstone  Page 6   Fill in the Blanks 
 

1. The wind, birds in flight, sun, moon, stars 
2. Double image 

3. A chunk of Icelandic spar Or sunstone 

 
Quite a Family   Page 24  Matching 

 
1. ______ Andvari  E. Fish-shaped dwarf hiding in a waterfall 

2. ______ Loki  H. God of mischief 
3. ______ Hronn  C. Aegir and Ran’s daughter – a welling wave 

4. ______ Aegir  G. Sea giant, god of the ocean 

5. ______ Bragi  D. Poet god 
6. ______ Odin  A. God, friend of Aegir 

7. ______ Dufa  B. Aegir and Ran’s daughter – the pitching one  
8. ______ Ran  F. Aegir’s wife and ruler of storms 

 

The Story of Roskilde 6  Page 43  Cause and Effect 

CAUSE EFFECT 

The Roskilde 6 became covered in sand and silt Microorganisms ate the wood and left a skeleton 

Some parts of the ship were not buried in sand Some ship parts rotted and disappeared 

Recovered wood parts of the ship are left to dry 
without conservation 

 

The ship’s parts will collapse, shrink, and 
disintegrate 

Waterlogged wood becomes fragile Replace water with water-soluble wax 

Conservationists must maintain surface marks Freeze-dry the timbers 

Determine the position of the oar holes  Measure distance between beams 

Ship needed to be transported for exhibition Construct a strong, but flexible and easily 
disassembled transport system 

    

Let’s Take a Look   Page 52  True or False? 

1. False 

2. False 
3. True 

4. False 
5. True 

6. True 
7. False 


